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I’m so excited to present the following 18 graduates 
from the UK and Ireland who we have selected. It was a 
tough competition with over 50 entries, and I can’t wait 
to see where their careers take them. The variety of 
techniques that they use between them is very broad, 
but I do hope that with the support of each other and the 
extended glass community they will find their own way 
within glass.

SPONSORS
We would like to thank our generous sponsors for 

their donations, without them this publication would not 
have been possible.

Michael Barnes MD FRCP, The Worshipful Company 
of Glass Sellers of London, Charity Fund,  Creative Glass 
UK, Pearsons, Crafts, Neues Glas- New Glass: Art & 
Architecture & Alan J Poole.

We would also like to thank London Glassblowing 
Gallery for showing selected Graduates work featured 
in this publication.

Graduating is a massive milestone at the start of your 
creative career. You have spent several years purely 
working on what you love, exploring and navigating 
your way to finding your own path. Finally, you are now 
free of the deadlines that often felt like barriers to your 
creative success.

But now the real work starts, beginning your practice 
on your own, without the fabulous equipment that you 
took for granted whilst completing your studies, and 
set time to focus. Particularly missing your peers to ask 
questions or keep you accountable. But it’s the most 
exciting time too, exploring how you’d like to use your 
newfound experience, getting to show your practice to 
the world.

The Contemporary Glass Society provide a number 
of opportunities to apply to exhibit your work both 
online and in gallery settings. It’s also a great way to 
get to know the wider glass community. I know when I 
left university, I really felt like I knew nobody else who 
worked in a creative career, let alone in glass, a practice 
I so wanted to make a success of. Since joining CGS I 
have got to know people from all over the country and 
the world and it has encouraged me to get out there and 
attend events, show my face, and my work, apply for 
things I would never have dreamt of doing and not give 
up – as tempting as that has been at times!

Introduction from Sarah Brown

Cover Image: May Your Wish Come True Installation, 2018 Photo Credit: Natsumi Jones CGS Conference 2017 “Connections”, Bristol  Photo Credit: Sarah Brown
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PROFESSOR MICHAEL P 
BARNES MD FRCP, GLASS 
COLLECTOR AND CGS 
BOARD MEMBER

It once again was a 
real pleasure to judge the 
competition. The standard 
was even higher this year 
and we had more entrants 
representing nearly all the 
glass schools in the UK and 
Ireland. There was such a 

good mixture of styles and techniques. That made it 
difficult to judge between them but nevertheless the 
judges were in unison about the winners. Well done to 
everyone who applied and many congratulations to the 
winners. Look forward to next year!

SARAH BROWN, GLASS 
ARTIST AND CGS BOARD 
MEMBER

Wow! What an exciting 
collection of glass work that 
was entered for the Graduate 
Review and Glass Prize this 
year. It was a delight to see 
the new ideas, concepts 
and technical ability of the 
graduates of 2018. It was 
tough chosing just 18 to 

feature in the review, but I am delighted how we have 
managed to represent a wide range of disciplines within 
glass, and I wish everyone the greatest success as they 
begin their journey to a career in glass.

We would like to acknowledge the academic courses where this 
year’s Graduates studied: 

Central St. Martins College (London), De Montfort University 
(Leicester), Edinburgh College Of Art. The University Of Edinburgh, 
Hereford College of Arts, Kensington & Chelsea College, (London), 
Manchester School Of Art. Manchester Metropolitan University , 
National College Of Art & Design (Dublin)

Plymouth College Of Art, Royal College Of Art (London), Swansea 
College Of Art. University Of Wales Trinity St. David, University For The 
Creative Arts (Farnham), University Of Hertfordshire ,University Of 
Sunderland, University Of Wolverhampton, York St. John University

PAM REEKIE, GLASS 
COLLECTOR AND CGS 
ADMINISTRATOR.

It is always very exciting 
processing the Graduate 
Prize & NGR, seeing the 
work of the next generation.  
This year I was honoured to 
be asked to take part in the 
selection itself. Graduates 
had used the material and 
possibilities of glass in 

many imaginative ways, something we always hope 
to see and I felt the standard was exceptionally high 
this year. The techniques and forms were outstanding. 
It is very hard that many good applicants don’t get 
in but we want thank all the graduates for taking 
part and to encourage them to continue making and 
participating in events. 

DR LAURA JOHNSTON, 
DIRECTOR, LAURA 
JOHNSTON STUDIOS

I was delighted to join 
the 2018 CGS judging panel 
and to see such a diverse 
range of approaches to 
this fantastic medium.  
Work submitted was of 
a very high standard, 
making the selection 
process challenging, but 

the strength of the work being created across the UK 
and Ireland can clearly be seen in this year’s award 
winners and those receiving commendations. The 
three finalists demonstrate inspiring and contrasting 
approaches to their work, from the ephemeral beauty 
of Natsumi Jones’ installation, to the innovative 
application of glass and new technologies in the 
works of Jonathon Michie and Marzena Ostromecka.  
Each approach the medium in very different ways, 
pushing the boundaries of glass art and design and 
I look forward to seeing their work develop over 
coming years. I am delighted to see such excitement 
for the material in the work of this year’s graduates 
and wish them all every success for the future.

COMMENTS FROM THE JUDGES
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May Your Wish Come True Shadow. Photo Credit: Natsumi Jones

May Your Wish Come True Detail, 15 x 7cm each leaf Photo Credit: David Williams

Natsumi captures and recreates the subtle moments 
or a scene in daily life that is unnoticeable or forgotten. 
Predominantly using glass to express this as she 
believes that the glass has many similar characteristics 
that reflect day-to-day natural events in a human’s life.

This installation artwork consists of hundreds of 
delicately powder printed glass leaves hanging from 
the ceiling. Each leaf has a different person’s wish 
written on it, which is collected from anonymous people 
through the wish box that was set up in a public space. 
The idea comes from the myths and the traditional 
custom from my  origin country Japan. The leaf was 
often used as a device to deliver a person’s wish or 
prayer and connects the physical and spiritual world. 
The leaf itself is a physical manifestation of a person’s 
wish, whilst the reflected shadow of the wish on the 
wall is the alter bridge to where the fulfilment of the 
wish maybe answered from.

WINNER
NATSUMI JONES

Graduating From: University of Sunderland
Course: BA(Hons) Glass & Ceramics 
Website: natsumijones.com
Email: natsumi.jones.art@gmail.com



May Your Wish Come True Installation, Photo Credit: Natsumi Jones



The Hunt 2500mm x 1500mm x 1500mm. Photo Credit: David James Wood
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Jonathan Michie is an artist whose work focuses on 
the collision between the natural and the digital worlds. 
He is a part of a generation who has grown up in the 
digital age. Michie utilises a range of digital processes 
to bring his work to life but the inspiration for the pieces 
is always the natural world.

“By undertaking increasingly more ambitious 
projects I came to the realisation that each work of 
art is a journey of self-improvement and not merely a 
beautiful object.”

In order to design each of the unique joints for the 
piece Michie creates an algorithm using the computer 
program Grasshopper 3D. These were then individually 
3D printed coming together to hold the structure 
together and secure the glass to the frame.

SECOND PRIZE
JONATHAN MICHIE

Graduating From: University of Sunderland
Course: BA(Hons) Glass & Ceramics
Website: www.theneocraftworkshop.com
Email: jonnymichie92@gmail.com



PLAY_ZONE 140cm h x 180cm w x 100cm d Photo Credit: Marzena Ostromecka

Kairos, 15 x 29 x 15cm Photo Credit: Ester Segarra

My approach to design is playful and my work conveys 
my values. Since I believe that play is one of the most 
universal means of non-verbal communication, I aspire 
for my designs to be fun and playful. I’m inspired by 
toy aesthetics, childlike imagination, simple appealing 
forms and bright colours.

PLAY_ZONE is an interactive installation that 
challenges the perception of glass as a fragile and 
dangerous material by inviting the audience to touch 
and experience it intimately. The inspiration came from 
a desire to marry music and glass design through an 
imaginative play between sounds and colours.  PLAY_
ZONE is an instrument made predominantly of glass 
with build-in interactive components triggered by touch, 
encouraged by its tactile design

THIRD PRICE
MARZENA OSTROMECKA

Graduating From: Edinburgh College of Art
Course: MFA Glass
Website: www.cooljazzcats.com
Email: m.ostromecka@gmail.com
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Kaja Upelj is a Slovenian artist living and working in 
London. She began her journey in 2012 in Academy of 
Fine Arts and Design in 
Ljubljana. Her passion for 
this material led her to 
continue her studies at the 
Royal College of Art, where 
she continued to push the 
boundaries of glass.

Kaja Upelj creates 
works in glass that 
explore phenomena of 
colour and light. Her 
works possess a life of 

HIGHLY COMMENDED
KAJA UPELJ

Graduating From: Royal college of Art
Course: MA Ceramics & Glass
Website: www.kajaupelj.com
Email: studio@kajaupelj.com

their own, avoiding definition and embodying a sense 
of warmth and a wealth of emotions that arise from the 
working process. Kaja’s work combine visual pleasure 
and the cognitive challenge of processing a visual 
phenomenon that change with movement. Kaja’s work 
is tactile and welcomes interaction from the audience, 
inviting both familiarity and personal connection.



I use glass lampworking methods 
to illustrate my ideas. I probe and 
depict stories that were narrated 
to me as a child.  I explore how fairy 
tales have evolved from horrific 
and gruesome tales of social 
warning to the contemporary 
sanitized versions familiar to 
children today. 

My Masks illustrate the latent 
morals of fairy-tale narratives focusing specifically on 
the moral lesson found in Grimm’s’ version of Little 
Red Riding Hood. Each mask is laden with beautiful 
flora to disguise the dark intent of the wolf; whose clear 
ghost frame is glistening and lurking behind the flora 
camouflage.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
MEGAN MCGUIRK

Graduating From: National College of Art and 
Design, Dublin
Course: BA Ceramics & Glass
Instagram: @meg_mcguirk
Email: meganmcguirk@yahoo.co.uk

“Fear and flee the wolf...the wolf may be more than he 
seems.” – Angela Carter, The Company of Wolves, (1979) 

HIGHLY COMMENDED
LAURA MCKINLEY

Graduating From:
Royal College of Art
Course:
MA Ceramics & Glass
Website:
www.lauramckinley.co.uk 
Email: laura.mckinley@
network.rca.ac.uk 

I have been a resident artist at London Glassblowing for 
the past eight years, and have dedicated the past two 
to the pursuit of an MA in Glass at the Royal College of 
Art. This time has enabled me to challenge my previous 
artistic practice and broaden my skills and understanding 
of the medium. 

My interest in play and the inviting qualities of glass 
are strong motifs throughout my work. Using hot glass 
I am directly contradicting the delicate and fragile 
material in which the objects are created by inviting 
engagement and interaction, at the same time, exploring 
form, texture and the illusion of space. The play of light 
and shadow and the optical qualities of solid glass 
evoke a childlike intrigue.
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Alpha, Photo Credit: Philip Lauterbach

Imagine 26 x 95 x 18cm, Photo Credit: Ester Segarra



COMMENDED
CAROLINE REED

Graduating From: Kensington & 
Chelsea College, London
Course: BTEC Level 3 Art & 
Design - Glass
Website:
www.caroline-reed.co.uk
Email:
caroline@caroline-reed.co.uk

COMMENDED
ALICE ANTLIFF

Graduating From: Plymouth College of Art
Course: BA(Hons) 3D Design 
Instagram- aantliffcraft
Email: a.antliff@mail.com

I enrolled on a one-year glass diploma course in Art and 
Design at Kensington & Chelsea College, graduating in 
June 2017 and I have just completed my BTEC Level 
3 (June 2018). I have attended specialist workshops 
and master classes and will have my own studio from 
September this year. 

Walking the coastal paths of Cornwall allows my 
mind to roam and spark ideas for my art. At a time when 
the world has finally realized our oceans are precious 
places, I like to create work that highlights the fragility 
and beauty of the environment I love.

The ongoing destruction of our 
environment due to human 
activities has influenced my work 
and I have developed a passion for 
addressing environmental issues, 
helping to raise awareness and 
provoke positive changes. I now 
use as much recycled and upcycled 
glass as possible, meaning limited 
new materials are used to create 
my work.

I have been researching into marine pollution 
and the catastrophic harm it is causing sea life. The 
piece shows a hopeful vision of the future without 
masses of plastic floating in our oceans. Something 
that is possible if we all work together to change our 
destructive behaviour. It illustrates a time when turtles 
can live without risk of mistaking a plastic bag for a 
jellyfish and suffocating to death.

Although I use a number of techniques I’m drawn to 
the delicacy of pate de verre and the versatility of frits 
and powders.
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North Pacific Gyre 26 x 17 x 7cm Photo Credit: Roy Reed

A Hopeful Future, detail 20 x 13cm Photo Credit: Rod Gonzalez



COMMENDED
MADELEINE HUGHES 

Graduating From: University of Wolverhampton
Course: BA(Hons) Applied Arts
Website: www.madeleinehughesglass.com
Email: M.hughesglass@outlook.com  

COMMENDED
JULIE LIGHT

Graduating From: Central St 
Martins College of Art and Design
Course: MA Art & Science
Website: www.julielight.co.uk
Email: julie@julielight.co.uk

Madeleine studied classical ballet, 
circus performance, and fine art 
before discovering a passion for 
molten glass. A series of courses 
in glassworking techniques, 
followed by a year as assistant to 
a glassblower, led to her entering 
the University of Wolverhampton 
to study Applied Arts, through the 
medium of glass. 

Initially inspired by kaleidoscopic imagery, geometric 
patterns and fractals, the importance of repeating 
techniques and repetition in design is embedded within 
this work.

Glass, in its’ transparent form, has a very special 
relationship with light. Choosing the primary colours 
of light in which to make these tetrahedrons, allows for 
new colours to form, creating a piece that has elements 
of pattern change, just like those seen when looking 
through kaleidoscopes. 

Seeing Nicolas Widerberg’s great 
glass torsos was my inspiration to 
start casting glass. I then changed 

my life around to start making sculpture and installation 
focusing on how science influences our lives. My MA 
in Art & Science signals a major step for me in my 
evolution as an artist.

I am fascinated by the implications of medical imaging 
and what we see of our bodies at the microscopic 
level, particularly cells, mutations and cancers.  My 
work engages with what this means for our sense of 
embodiment and identity. I make sculptural objects, 
believing that engaging with physical objects facilitates 
radically different ideas and conversations to solely 
viewing images. Visibility, invisibility and tactility are 
central themes of my work.
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Kaleidoquin 23 x 37 x 19cm, Photo Credit: Madeleine Hughes
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COMMENDED
SUSAN KNOX

Graduating From:
De Montfort University Leicester
Course: BA(Hons) Design Crafts
Instagram: - suecknox 
Email: susancknox@gmail.com

COMMENDED
BHIMANSHU
PANDEL

Graduating From:
Edinburgh College of Art
Course: MFA Glass
Website: www.bhimanshu.com
Email: bhimanshu.72@gmail.com

A multi-disciplinary artist and 
creator drawn towards dramatic, 
colourful and abstract forms. 
A greater part of my creative 
practice has been influenced 
by opera, drama and theatre 
as a textile artist and costume 
designer. Over the last few years, I 
have included ceramics and glass 
to my creative repertoire.

Fascinated by volatile violent 
volcanic activity in Iceland (born from Fire and Ice) I 
have responded with a collection of ‘pod’ like abstract 
glass sculptures. The use of domestic kitchen utensils; 
such as tea bag squeezers, cutlery, butter pats and my 

signature whisk, are part of my creative practice, which 
portray the underlying feminine presence of energy, 
creation, control and life giver. Glass represents the 
molten lava which twists and folds forming abstract 
shapes and textures as it cools in the atmosphere.

Bhimanshu Pandel is an Artists and a designer currently 
pursuing his Masters in Glass from Edinburgh College 
of Art, graduating in 2018 with a degree in Bachelors of 
Visual Art from Maharaja Sayajirao University where he 
graduated in 2016.

I am drawn to the way the form morphs when it is 
in motion. The structural quality of both animate and 
inanimate objects forms the basis of my practice. 
Spanning across the linear aspects of the forms I choose 
which accentuate the sense of ‘temporality’.  A sense of 
movement is captured, yet the feeling is a frozen moment 
in time, as the pace of the output has come to a pause. 
The tenacity of this visual language, feeds into my own 
context and approach is minimal in concept. 
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Fire and Ice 40 x 22cm Photo Credit: Nigel Essex

Temporality 23 x 10 x10cm each Photo Credit: Bhimanshu Pandel



Parallax 15 x 8cm Photo Credit: Ester Segarra

COMMENDED
SHEILA LABATT

Graduating From: Royal College of Art
Course: PhD Glass as Ink: Seeking Spontaneity 
from the Casting Process
Website: www.sheilalabatt.com 
Email: sheila@sheilalabatt.com 

COMMENDED
ROBERTA MASON
Graduating From:
Royal College of Art
Course: MA Ceramics & Glass
Website:
www.bluechromisglass.com
Email:
roberta.mason@network.rca.ac.uk 

I am a Canadian artist, who 
trained in cast glass at Shanghai 
University and remain the only 
Westerner to hold a degree in 
glass from a Chinese university. 
In addition to glass, my passions 
include traditional Chinese 
landscape painting and brush and 
ink calligraphy. 

The focus of my research 
over the last 10 years has been 

to explore ways of imbuing cast glass with a sense of 
spontaneity that evokes Chinese ink painting (landscape 
and grass script calligraphy), wholly contained within a 
clear glass framework. 

Having originally studied kilnforming, I have worked 
exclusively with hot glass during my MA. I use traditional 
hot glass techniques, in a non-traditional way, to create 
unique, sculptural work that is strongly influenced by 
water. Passionate about our oceans, my work often 
explores perspectives around our relationship with the 
environment. 

I love water. When I am in the sea, I am completely 
present and see the world from a different perspective. 
Highly influenced by memories of immersion, I use 
these experiences to inform my work. My aim is to 
create a sense of immersion by drawing the viewer in. 
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Shorebreak 160 x 40cm Photo Credit: Matthew Booth



Door Panel 60 x 55cm Photo Credit: Katie Fawcett

COMMENDED
CLARE FLATLEY

Graduating From: Royal College of Art
Course: MA Ceramics & Glass
Website: www.clareflatley.com
Email: clare.e.flatley@gmail.com

COMMENDED
KATIE FAWCETT

Graduating From: Swansea College of Art, UWTSD
Course: BA(Hons) Architectural Arts, Glass
Website: moorishglass.co.uk 
Email: katiefawcettglass@gmail.com 

Clare Flatley is an 
artist from Edinburgh 
who works in both 
ceramics and glass, as 
well as other sculptural 
materials. She is greatly 
inspired by the processes 
of transformation that 
happen to materials in the 
ceramic and glass firing 
process, and has been 
using the philosophies 
of traditional Alchemy to 
explore these materials. 
These investigations have 
lead her to develop work 

that looks at the experience and the physical processes 
of the substance of the world around us. 

This body of work reflects my research into the 
ideas of traditional alchemy and exploring these with 
the materials of the glass casting process. I have used 
oxides such as manganese and tin to create the illusion 
of inner worlds and atmospheres within the glass 

through the turbulence of the firing process. In alchemy 
tin is related to the planet Jupiter in a way that imitates 
the satellite imagery of the planet and therefore 
reflects the relationship between the material and its 
corresponding cosmic body.

Working in glass is my second 
career but has always been an 
ambition and passion that I have 
more recently been able to follow. 
I love the qualities of layering and 
light that glass brings to a project. 
I have explored a wide variety of 
techniques in glass and combined 
traditional and contemporary 
approaches. My recent work has 

focused on pattern and been inspired by Moorish tile 
designs from the Alhambra and Alcazar in southern 
Spain. Starting with a compass and straight edge I draw 
up designs that I then convert to digital files and transfer 
the patterns to glass using screenprinting, sandblasting 
and acid etching.
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Manganese Microcosm 15 x 9 x 9cm Photo Credit: Ester Segerra



Something 38 x 27cm per poster Photo Credit: Jo Howell

Desolation 19.5 x 9cm Photo Credit: Lucien Harris

COMMENDED
ALISE STOPIŅA

Graduating From: University of Sunderland
Course: BA(Hons) Ceramics & Glass
Website: www.alisestopina.com
Email: alise.stopina@gmail.com

COMMENDED
BETHANY ANTLIFF

Graduating From: Plymouth College of Art
Course: BA(Hons) 3D Design Craftsw
Instagram: @baceramics_glass
Email: bethanyantliff@gmail.com 

I am a Latvian artist 
that often works with 
powder-printed glass. 
I have 8 years of 
experience in glass, that 
involves glass-blowing, 
stained glass and many 
other techniques. I strive 
to learn as much as I 
can about the material 
and work with it in ways 
thought to be unlikely.

I hope to involve 
the audience with my 
artwork by using quite 
sarcastic pieces, that can 
either be perceived as 

humour and/or reality. I believe that it can be a more 
impactful approach, since it personally speaks to the 
viewer. Worldwide issues such as climate change, 
extinction and pollution help me create art that not 
only creates an emotional reaction but can begin a 
conversation about topics often avoided.

I have just finished my 3D Design 
Craft degree at Plymouth College 
of Art where I developed my love 
for glass and ceramics. In order to 
pursue both materials I developed 
a body of work combining the 
two. I have always had a strong 
connection to nature, it inspires 
my daily life as well as my 
practice.

Coral bleaching is one of the 
most visual indicators of global warming. There is a high 
risk of reefs being eradicated in the near future, which 
will be one of the earths most devastating losses due 
to human consumption. Coral reefs provide a diverse 
range of benefits to humans. In line with the reflective 
nature of my work there is a need to reflect on our 
actions and start living a more symbiotic relationship 
with the natural world.
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BAs and MAs in Glass, Ceramics,

3D Design Crafts and Jewellery within

a unique cross-disciplinary art school

environment.

With inspiration from the city or the

coast, our expert staff will help you

shape your ideas using contemporary

and traditional facilities and processes,

alongside digital technologies in our

Fab Lab.

Places still available for 18/19 entry

Visit plymouthart.ac.uk/apply-now

Rumination, by BA (Hons) Ceramics and Glass graduate Kate Howes



MEMBERSHIP OPENS UP A WORLD OF 
INFORMATION AND OPPORTUNITY WITHIN 
THE CONTEMPORARY GLASS SCENE.

Visit www.cgs.org.uk to join
or contact admin@cgs.org.uk

JOIN
TODAY! 
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